
Exhale Book Club Discussion Guide 

May: Glitter and Glue by Kelly Corrigan 

In the Prologue to Glitter and Glue, author Kelly Corrigan says her mom “looked at motherhood less as a 
joy to be relished than as a job to be done, serious work with serious repercussions… ” (page 3).  

Q1a: Do you think this is true about Kelly’s mom?  

Q1b: Do you view motherhood as one of these two extremes, or somewhere on the spectrum in-between?  

Q1c: What about your own mother (biological, adopted, or even the person you claim as “mom” when 
maybe biology and court documents say otherwise)? Do you have any idea of how she viewed or views 
motherhood?  

Q1d: Do you think different generations view this differently?  
  

On page 20 we see Kelly reflecting on her mom and dad saying goodbye at the airplane. She writes “My 
mom had her arms crossed and her lips pursed as if she’d just lost an argument and couldn’t quite believe 
it, but then my dad put his arm around her, and I heard his booming voice say, ‘Aw, Mare, she’s gonna be 
fine,’ and I thought, Greenie, you’ve got it all wrong. She never once said anything about being worried.”  

I read this as then-Kelly thinking her mom hated the idea of the around-the-world trip because of the 
cost and impracticality, but today-Kelly realizing that her mom was actually worried about her, her only 
daughter, the baby-of-the-family, traveling around the globe without a responsible adult to lessen the 
blows she would inevitably face, or keep her safe from all the harm the world can do.  
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Q2a: Were you like then-Kelly as a kid — thinking your mom thought one way when really she felt 
another?  

Q2b: How do you think your kids see you as a mom today? Do they see your worry and recognize and 
understand it? Or will it be a few decades until they get there? 

“In addition to the holy mess of it all, my mother opposed the grand breakfast on moral grounds. She was 
trying to raise kids who ate whatever was put in front of them, then here comes Mr. Wonderful with his 
magic spatula, taking orders… He spoiled my mother’s carefully calibrated economy…” Kelly writes on 
page 29 of her dad, Greenie, cooking elaborate breakfasts of eggs and bacon when her mom would rather 
have just served toast or cereal and not had to clean up after it all.  

The moments like these in the book is where we get to see the title, Glitter and Glue, in action: Greenie 
being the glitter, Mary the glue. Page 47 has another, where Kelly admits for the first time that Greenie 
really didn’t shoulder much of the weight of actually raising a family. And later, we see a bit of this 
reflected in Kelly and her own husband, Edward. On page 204 she writes: “My ‘passionate engagement’ 
frees Edward from just about all worry… Why should he fret about the girls when I’m pacing the sealant 
off the hardwood floors? It would be redundant.”  

Q3: Who was the glitter in your family growing up? The glue? And what about your own nuclear family 
now — are these roles clearly defined, and how do you think you fell into them?  

A touching moment in the book early on is when John and Kelly drop the kids at school and John says 
the word “diseased” to the kids about a tree, creating a downward spiral of moods and behavior. Kelly 
writes:  

“He managed another morning. He got his kids up and dressed, fed and brushed, 
zipped and buckled in. He forced independence, insisted on safety, babied a little, 
barked a little. There were gross misunderstandings and the careful metering of 
information and truth and licorice. He quieted Milly, carried Martin, and suppressed 
every emotional reaction to every reminder of his wife’s absence. The tree with root rot, 
the fall the grip so tight he couldn’t breathe. He did everything right and then he 
obliterated it all with one word. Diseased.” — page 34  

It’s amazing to me that a college-aged person like Kelly would pick up on this. I don’t think I realized 
quite all the work that my kid-having friends did until I had one of my own. I had an idea, sure, but I 
didn’t know, you know?  
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Q4a: Do you think this part of the book is then-Kelly’s realization, or now-Kelly’s realization?  

Q4b: Do you think memoir makes it hard to determine? Kelly couldn’t write this book without being who 
she is today, but she also can’t see then-Kelly without the lenses that she has now looking back on life.  

There are many moments in reading this book where my own mother’s absence became very apparent. She 
passed away when I was nine — right around Milly’s age — after a brain aneurysm. My brother was six, 
and certainly absorbed the news in a different way, walking into the “after” with a different attitude than 
my own. That three year gap seemed to make a big difference — just like Milly and Martin in the book. 
But I wonder, too, if that gap was accentuated by biology: as a girl, Milly (and I) no longer had a mom. As 
a boy, Martin (and my brother) still had a dad.  

I’ve never missed having a mom more than when I became one. The trifecta of an unexpected pregnancy + 
getting laid off of a job I really liked at 37 weeks + a birth and postpartum experience that went in a very 
different direction than I could have ever anticipated let me wishing desperately for my mom, a wish I 
hadn’t felt in a very, very long time.  

Q5: Do you think as women we are more conditioned to need our mothers than our non-women siblings? 
And do you think this changes throughout life, or is it a constant?  

As Kelly’s short stay with the Tanners progresses, she begins to mold her world around the kids and 
comes to realize a small portion of the emotional toll that comes with mothering: “For better or worse, 
I’ve latched on to Milly’s ecosystem. What happens to her happens — in some weird refracted way that 
seems slightly dangerous — to me, too. And it occurs to me that maybe the reason my mother was so 
exhausted all the time wasn’t because she was doing so much but because she was feeling so much” (page 
81).  

I’ve heard over and over again that kids never really get less exhausting, the exhaustion just changes from 
the physical kind of early baby and toddler years as we are helping our little people navigate their physical 
world to an emotional exhaustion once we begin helping them navigate the relational world.  

Q6: If you have older kids, do you find this to be true as your kids grow? 
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On page 88, Kelly discovers that her own mom is not only her mother — she’s also a joke-telling, well-
like, real estate agent who has peers and an office and a reputation that does not include “just” being a 
mom. Kelly writes: “All my life my other was my mother, nothing more… But now I see there’s no such 
thing as a woman, one woman. There are dozens inside every one of them.”  

Q7a: What other women do you see in your own mom now that you are older?  

Q7b: What other women do you hope your children someday see in you?  

Kelly has a lukewarm relationship with Milly, one of her Australian charges. She comes to realize that if 
being rejected by Milly feels so terrible, what must her own mother have felt when Kelly told her she was 
“the worst”? Kelly writes: “I had thought a good mother would not elicit such comments, but now I see 
that a good mother is required to somehow absorb all this ugliness and find a way to fall back in love with 
her child the next day” (page 117).  

Q8a: Did you as a child or teen say these kind of things to your mother? Have you and your mom ever 
talked about it now as adults?  

Q8b: As a mother, have your kids said this to you? What were your feelings in the moment? your 
reaction? And what about now?  

On page 137, we see Milly — who is still lukewarm about Kelly — not correct a friend when she says 
your mom is calling. Kelly writes: “Her motherlessness need not figure into every interaction, at least not 
ostensibly.”  

Q9a: Does our relationship to our mom define us as children? In what ways?  

Q9b: Does our relationship to our children define our motherhood now that we are moms ourselves?  
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I really enjoyed the brief discussion of “Reader Response” at the top of page 146, the idea that readers 
don’t come to books with a blank slate: they bring their own experience, their own biases.  

Q10: What biases did you bring to the table when you picked up Glitter & Glue? 

At the end of the chapter on page 169, I wrote the words: “Kelly made it easier for them to tell their 
story.” For me, this seems the crux of the whole book: Kelly’s presence helped the Tanner family to learn 
to talk about Ellen. Kelly was a stranger, so the stakes were low. Kelly was young, inexperienced, and not 
someone who slide easily into a mothering role — I think it was important that she didn’t replace Ellen in 
the story. And Kelly was leaving soon: there were no long-term consequences of trying their story out on 
her.  

Likewise, the Tanner family allowed Kelly to see her own story better: the ways in which her mother’s 
mothering had shaped her, been shaped by her, and the ways in which she may have misread her own 
mom for two decades.  

Q11a: Have you ever had an experience — aside from actually mothering — that showed you an entirely 
new side to your own mom?  

Q11b: Have you ever been the person that helped someone else tell their own story for the first time?  

On page 173, Evan tells Kelly that he hates the words “brace yourself.” She promises to never say that 
again. But then on page 176, John tells her the kids want to show her a video of their mum, and she writes 
“I almost have to brace myself.”  

Q12: Do you think this word use is intentional? Or just slipped through the editing process?  

Page 182 has one of the most powerful statements of the book: “That work is theirs to do, and they are 
doing it.” 

Q13a: What work is the Tanner family doing? Do you think they are doing it well?  
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Q13b: Have you ever wanted to “do the work” for someone but couldn’t? How did that make you feel? 
How did you let go and let them do what they needed?  

Kelly makes the remarkable observation on page 201 while at Georgia’s baptism service: “Pulling at the 
hem of my emotion was the creeping sense that it might well take until 2036 for this child in my arms to 
feel a fraction of what I already felt for her.”  

I mean, ouch.  

Q14: When did you develop real affection for your own mom? Teen? Adult? Not yet (ha!)? And do you 
hope that is different for your own kids?  

After a conversation with her mom about making sure things are fair, always — even now that all three of 
Mary’s kids are grown with kids of their own — Kelly writes on page 208: “I was the sole distributor of 
the strongest currency they would ever know: maternal love.”  

Q15a: Did you see your own mother trying to keep things fair in this way? Have you and your siblings or 
you and a partner ever discussed it?  

Q15c: Do you view this as part of your role of motherhood? And if so, how do you strive to keep things 
even between your own kids (if you have more than one)? Can they ever be even? Are they even supposed 
to be?  

Bonus Question: When you closed the last page on this book, how did you feel about motherhood? 
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